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lTime :3 hours

(Maximum marks : 100)

PART- A

(Maximum marks : i0)

Answer all questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. Evaluate sin * * cosec4+ cot I-2 ----- 6 -'' 4

2. in A ABC, show that abc : 4AR, where A is the area and R is the circum
radius of the tiangle.

Calculate lim 7- x
;r--1 - 3x* 1

Find the derivative of x2 sin x.

Find the range of values of x for which y : 2x2 - gx + 1

Marks

is increasing. (5x2=10)

PARI- B

(I4aximum marks : 30)

I Answer *ry five of the foilowing questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. Prove that ISe|f * cosec A ^ , .

cosec A-l .or.. A+i 
: I sec'.A.

2. A person standing on the bank of a river observes that the angle of elevation of
the top of a tree standing on the opposite bank is 60". When he moves
40 meters away from the bank, he finds the angle of elevation to be 30". Find
the height of the tree and the width of the river.

3. proveth, 7t "an (r JT - nat cos T+ cos t + cos {- * cos f: O.

4. Solve A ABC. given that a : 8cm, b: 5cm, Z C : 3(..

5. If x:a(costl t sin 1).y=a (sinr-tcost) showthat ff:,*t.
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Marks
6. If y: a cos (1og x) + b sin (iog x), show that xzyu a xyr * y: 0.

7. Find the equation of tangent and normal to the curve x? * y, : 25 at (3;a).
Find also the points on this cuve at which the tangent is parallel to flre x-axis.

(5x6=30)

PART - C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one full question from each unit. Each fulr question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr-_l

m (d prove that "l i+#+: sec A + tan A.

Simprify 'in (?? 
10) 

te" (-e ) 
"ot ,t 

*0" - ,,' ' cos (270"+0) cosec (180" +0-)-tan(90" _ e)'
Prove that sin (A + B) sin (A - B) : sin2A _ sin2B.

If Aand B are acute angles, tanA :L,r^ B: ! show thatA+B:+.

On

fV (a) Prove that sec2x + cosec2x: sec2x cosec2x.

@) If sin A:J, sin B:#, A ries in 3rd quadrant, B lies in second quadrant,

find cos (A+B) and sin (A_B).

Prove trrrt ffiffi : tan (45.-A)

If 0 : 30', verify that sin 20 : 2 tanO=- 
1 + tan20

Uxrr._II

Prove thut La'9!24 : cot A and deduce the value of cot 15".sin2A
Prove that sin 10" sin 30" sin 50. sin 70. :+ 

.

Solve AABC, given that a: 4cm, b: 5cm, c : 7crn.

On

\1 (a) If sinA=,.,Ais acute,.find sin 24, cos 24, sin 34and cos 34.

(b) Show that cos 55o + cos 65" * cos I 75" : 0.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

4

4
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5

5
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(b)

(c)

(c)

(d)

5

5

5

(c) Slrowthat a(b2+c2) cosA+b 1cz+*) cosB+C(a2+b2)cos C :3abc.
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Uxrr-lll
t x2+4x-5\

(a) Evaluate (i) J5,\ 
"+"_2 

)

(ii) lirn / 1- cos 2x \'
x_+ o \___;a-i

(b) Using quotient ruie show that f, (sec x) : sec x tarLx'

(c) Show that * [og (x +fi+7ll :#

On

(a) Evatuatc (i) lirn lr .i- 19 )\-/ &'Er---- \-, x__+2\ Xr_32 /

(ii) lirn 1 sin 30- cos 0 
)

0+o \ 0 )

(b) Find the sec,ond derivative of y : sin2 x'

(c) Find the derivative of sin x by the method of first principles.

N{arks

(3-r-3 : 6)

4

5

(3-r3 : 6)

4

5

uu

Nn-trV

D( (a) Find the tuming values of y : x3 - 3x2 - 9x + 5'

(b) A particle is projected vertically upwards and its height 'h' and time 't' are

connected by, h : 80 t - i6 t2. Find the greatest heiglrt afiajned and acceleration

at that time.

(c) Find the maximum area of a rectangle whose perimeter is 100m.

5

5

On

X (a) I'he distance 'S' meters travelled by a particle is given by S : aent + be-*t ,

where .t, represents the time. Show that the acceleration varies as the distance' 5

@) Show that 
lhe 

maximum value of the functio,, M : 2f - g* + 12x is 5. 5

.(c) A bailoon is spherical in shape. Gas is escaping frorn it at the rate of 10cc/sec'

How fast is the surface area shrinking when the radius is 15cm. 5


